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At a recent AFCOM data center managers’
conference in Las Vegas, the associa-

tion’s president, Len Eckhaus, expressed
his growing concern about the impending
mainframe skills crisis.

Citing research conducted several months
ago by the META Group, Eckhaus said that
more than half of legacy systems specialists
are over 50 years old and are nearing retire-
ment, and it is increasingly difficult to find
young replacement workers who have main-
frame skills or who understand mainframe-
related data center disciplines. He pointed
out, too, that the problem is complicated by
the short-sighted decision of most IT training
institutions to turn their attention away from
the mainframe platform and towards PCs,
networks and Internet technologies, forcing
users to devise their own internal programs.

This is a very serious issue, and one that
we must address now if we are to avoid a
major problem with supporting our most
business-critical systems in five to 10 years’
time. To some extent, this phenomenon is
affecting many industries right now due to
fluctuating economic conditions. The post-
war “baby boomers” are approaching their
mid-50s with healthy pension packages, and
a large portion are considering retirement at
an earlier stage than their counterparts in the
current 35 to 45 age range. As a result, we
will see a huge exodus among the senior
echelons of large corporations over the next
few years. What makes IT different, of course,
is that this band of employees takes with them
a vast amount of mainframe expertise, leaving

behind a large skills void and providing
upcoming CIOs with a nasty headache.

None of this is important if your main-
frame environment is maintenance-free and
fully automated and your applications never
need to be tuned or integrated with other
systems. However, how many companies
have reached this state of nirvana?

I cannot help but think that to some extent
we have brought this problem on ourselves.
For several years now — well, since the
“downsizing” obsession of the early 1990s
to be precise — there has been a misappre-
hension within the industry that mainframe
technology (vital though it may be) is
gradually winding down, and that more
dynamic Unix, PC and network-based
solutions will replace mainframes. For the
better part of a decade, customers were
encouraged to encapsulate their back-end
S/390-based systems, label them “legacy
systems” and exploit newer applications on
other platforms. Responding to the change
in mood, and the consequent shift in
demand, programmers and operations staff
with a mainframe background have either
started to retrain themselves in more fash-
ionable technologies or have made their
excuses and moved into tropical fish farming.
Unfortunately, the inevitable pendulum
swing back to large centralized servers has
coincided with the realization that the work-
force is dwindling through natural wastage.

The more enlightened companies have
already put programs in place to encourage
mainframers to expand their knowledge in

key strategic areas such as Web/host integra-
tion, while persuading younger employees
that having z/OS and CICS on your resumé is
not the kiss of death. Other organizations are
working with their local universities and
colleges to make sure that the necessary tech-
nical skills are included on the curriculum.
However, of course, it takes more than simple
training to replace these skills — the disci-
plines associated with mainframe operational
management are simply more rigorous than
those that are applied on other platforms, and
many “old stagers” have been employed in
recent years in transferring their procedural
knowledge to other systems. If we lose that
continuity, we do have a problem.

Now, I am not predicting “mainframe melt-
down” on the scale that companies cheerfully
expected on January 1, 2000. However, as
with all areas of staff shortage, CIOs and IT
managers may find that their future technical
options are limited by their ability to find the
right people for the job. This is ironic at a time
when the zSeries is looking more attractive
and powerful than its predecessors have for
years. CIOs may also find that their only
option is to outsource the problem, to IBM
Global Services or to one of the other large
services companies that, no doubt at this very
moment, is gearing up for increased main-
frame support in the years ahead.  
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